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The notion of science diplomacy (SD) has increasingly gained momentum in recent years,

however, it remains an empirically largely underexplored topic. This paper contributes to the

study of SD by taking an instrument-centred perspective and focusses on science and

innovation centres (SIC), a novel policy instrument in the science diplomacy toolbox. SIC are

distinct units or satellite institutes, established by governments abroad, operating at the

nexus of higher education, research, innovation, and diplomacy. Based on a comparative

analysis, this article examines the rise of SIC in Germany and Switzerland. By means of

applying a policy instrumentation lens, the career and development of the two SIC is retraced

and insights are generated into their political instrumentation. Doing so contributes to unfold

the blackbox of what is generally labelled as SD. In-depth interviews and analysis serve as the

empirical foundation of this study. Ultimately, the results of this policy instrument study

uncover the similarities and differences in SIC development and reveal their political

instrumentation over time. It becomes evident that the objectives linked to SIC, and hence

SD, are clearly motivated by national needs. Furthermore, notions of SD are reflective of a

certain Zeitgeist that is mirrored in the design of an overall, new, policy yet also marks a

relabelling of long-existing practices. This study, accordingly, contributes to the knowledge

base of SD as it enhances the scholarly understanding of SD instruments in terms of history,

actors and political instrumentation while also offering a theoretical anchoring.
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Introduction

Science diplomacy (SD) is a much-discussed concept and
possibly a new paradigm to public policy. It rests on the key
assumption that science and diplomacy form a mutually

beneficial relationship so that both elements are able to nourish
and stimulate each other (The Royal Society and AAAS, 2010).
SD considers science to be a vehicle to foreign policy goals by
addressing the pre-political room in the sense of operating as a
depoliticising element, and unfolding impact in different ways
than traditional diplomacy1 can (Cooper, 2013a; Sending et al.,
2011). Most frequently, SD is defined as (The Royal Society and
AAAS, 2010): (1) Science in diplomacy, understood as providing
scientific advice to foreign policy; (2) Diplomacy for science
encompasses promoting international research and science
cooperation, both strategically top-down and bottom-up
approaches. A prominent example of such an endeavour is the
large-scale research infrastructure like the Large Hadron Collider
at the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN); (3)
Science for diplomacy assumes that science unfolds impact and
operates as an element of soft power, as coined by Nye (2008), in
international relations particularly in situations where diplomacy
with its traditional tools, such as for instance negotiations
(Constantinou and Sharp, 2016, p. 14) has come to a hold. Soft
power in relation to science for diplomacy rests on “its attrac-
tiveness and influence both as a national asset, and as a universal
activity that transcends national interests” (The Royal Society and
AAAS, 2010, p. 11). Even more so, science is assumed to unfold
potential as a tool of soft power, given its neutral and non-
political character, that “if aligned with wider foreign policy goals
[…] can contribute to coalition-building and conflict resolution”
(ibid. p. vi), making it an “effective agent” in international rela-
tions (Flink and Schreiterer, 2010, p. 665). Thereby, one might
distinguish between SD as a set of distinct policies (Flink and
Schreiterer, 2010) and SD as a practice (Fähnrich, 2015; Rüffin
and Schreiterer, 2017). A more recent, yet less prominent, defi-
nition distinguishes and aligns SD according to the focus of
national activities (Gluckmann et al., 2017, p. 3): (1) a country’s
domestic needs, (2) cross-border activities and (3) towards global
challenges.

While SD has received growing attention among policy makers
and scholars, there are two main challenges to its current use.
First, the concept of SD seems to be a moving target, a concept
with loose boundaries that is increasingly used as a catch-all
concept in different fields (cf. Davis and Patman, 2015; Kaltofen
et al., 2018). For example, these fields include grand challenges
like climate change (Milkoreit, 2015; Ruffini, 2018), arctic gov-
ernance (Berkman et al., 2011; Goodsite et al., 2016) or the
governance of the internet (Mansell, 2018). However, there is no
common understanding of SD and instead it is framed by a
multitude of expectations and meanings among different actor
groups (Flink and Rüffin, 2019; Flink and Schreiterer, 2010,
p. 669) even within the same country (Flink, 2020). Besides this
boundary challenge, a second point of concern is the lack of
empirical evidence surrounding its study. The majority of con-
tributions opt for an “explanation by naming” approach (Sending
et al., 2011, p. 534), constituting a typical pattern of new diplo-
macies (cf. Constantinou et al., 2016), however, a misleading one.
The normative prospects of SD transcending national interests
and mobilising soft power are simultaneously used as an expla-
natory element in the debate. SD is accordingly increasingly
considered to serve as a silver bullet to all sorts of problems (cf.
Flink and Schreiterer, 2010). The lack of empirical evidence leads
to a rather paradox situation where the importance of science to
international relations is highlighted, yet “the scientific method is
rarely applied to study science diplomacy” (Smith III, 2014,
pp. 829–830). In other words, “the prevailing view that science

diplomacy increases international trust and transparency rests on
poor theory and weak evidence” (ibid.). Hence, the current use of
SD bears signs of a conceptual overstretch and threats of it
becoming a hollow concept and an empty signifier (Laclau and
Mouffe, 2014).

Considering these backdrops, this paper empirically con-
tributes to the study of SD by conducting a policy instrument
study that is guided by the premises of policy instrumentation
research. Doing so allows to accept the multitude of SD defini-
tions while offering a theory-driven way to mitigate and handle
SD’s boundary challenges. Policy instrumentation literature
stresses the decisive role of policy instruments for understanding
overall public policy (Lascoumes and Le Galès, 2007; Saurugger,
2014). The article makes use of this argument and selects an
instrument in practice enabling to unravel this catch-all concept.
To allow for such an analysis, science and innovation centres
(SIC), a novel policy instrument in the SD toolbox, are selected as
they mark a distinct case on their own. SIC are an under-
researched policy instrument that is considered by scholars and
practitioners alike to be an innovative and unique instrument in
the SD toolbox (cf. Berg, 2010; Epping, 2018; Federal Department
of Foreign Affairs, 2010; Flink and Schreiterer, 2010). The article
pays tribute to this novelty and aims to distil the motivations,
beliefs, reasons, “the interests implicated in the choice of instru-
ments” (Lascoumes and Le Galès, 2007, p. 9 drawing on Peters),
in short the political rationales linked to SIC as well as its
instrumentation. Uncovering the political rationales marks a
logical starting point to the analysis of this new institutional form
as this contributes to a much-needed understanding of SD. To
specify, the normative prospects driving the SD concept are
scrutinised in this study. It is argued that the spectrum of ratio-
nales linked to SIC is richer than conventionally conceived and
promoted in the literature, stressing mainly soft power objectives
(cf. Almeida Domingues and Ribeiro Neto, 2017; Turekian et al.,
2015). An exception to this is the seminal comparative work by
Flink and Schreiterer (2010, p. 669) who identify three goals
linked to SD strategies: access to resources in order to raise
national capacities, promotion of national achievements in
research and development, and influence of the public opinion.

In response, this study conducts a systematic, comparative
analysis of SIC operated by two countries namely Germany and
Switzerland in order to unravel its political use and hence unfold
the blackbox of what is labelled as SD. This contribution is
organised as follows: The next section provides conceptual clarity
on key concepts and illustrates the theoretical underpinning of
the paper. The “methodology: case selection and data” section
explicates the methodological principles that guide this research.
Section “a novel policy instrument: science and innovation cen-
tres” introduces and defines SIC as a novel policy instrument. The
empirical data for the two cases are presented in sections “SIC in
Germany: German Centres for Research and Innovation/
Deutsche Wissenschafts- und Innovationshäuser (DWIH)” and
“SIC in Switzerland: swissnex”. This is succeeded by a com-
parative discussion of the similarities and differences in the
instruments’ development as well as its instrumentation. Ulti-
mately, the results are discussed particularly considering the
conceptual shortcomings of the SD debate.

Conceptual framework
Policy instrumentation. The analytical perspective used in this
research corresponds to a trending approach in the study of
policy instruments (Capano and Howlett, 2020; Hood, 2007;
Lascoumes and Le Galès, 2007; Margetts and Hood, 2016). While
classically, the literature considered policy instruments as being
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merely the outcomes of policy processes (cf. Howlett, 2000), the
approach taken in this paper marks an inversion to that thinking.
The inversion lies in the assumption that policy instruments are
key for an understanding of public policy as they are institutions
in a sociological sense that possess distinct rules and values and
hence govern interactions (Lascoumes and Le Galès, 2004, 2007).
This understanding is also reflected in the definition of policy
instruments:

“a device that is both technical and social, that organises
specific social relations between the state and those it is
addressed to, according to the representations and mean-
ings it carries. It is a particular type of institution, a
technical device with the generic purpose of carrying a
concrete concept of the politics/society relationship and
sustained by a concept of regulation” (Lascoumes and Le
Galès, 2007, p. 4).

Assuming that instruments are social devices possessing
organising functions in the sense of an institution exceeds
dominant and widespread views of instruments as purely
technical tools (cf. Howlett, 1991). Lascoumes & Le Galès move
a step further and argue that instruments might develop a life on
their own (for a similar argument see Voß and Simons, 2014) and
create effects, differently from what policy makers anticipated in
the first place. This is because they carry meanings, embody
frames and accordingly create a certain perception of the issue
(Kassim and Le Galès, 2010). They hence “structure or influence
public policy” (2007, p. 8; Saurugger, 2014). In line with these
premises, the authors argue for policy instrumentation:

“means the set of problems posed by the choice and use of
instruments […] that allow government policy to be made
material and operational. Another way of formulating the
issue is to say that it involves not only understanding the
reasons that drive towards retaining one instrument rather
than another, but also envisaging the effects produced by
these choices” (2007, p. 4).

To that end, the analysis of the instrument’s constituencies, but
also its application, use and development are key for analysis.
Given that, in politics, it often proves easier to agree on a certain
instrument rather than on objectives, focusing on policy
instrumentation shall lift the “smokescreen” of objectives, i.e.,
political rationales that are connected to a certain instrument.
This reveals the “invisible—hence depoliticised—dimensions of
public policies” (Lascoumes and Le Galès, 2007, p. 7) and allows
to point to policy change. To put it another way, it shows “what is
at stake politically in a particular policy field” (Bache, 2010, p. 59).

Empirically, applying the concept of policy instrumentation
comes close to a deconstruction exercise. Policy instruments are
analysed in terms of context and history because a certain
longevity considering for instance governmental changes is
noticeable. Hence, the analytical focus comprises the “long-term
political careers of policy instruments, to analyse the debates
surrounding their creation and introduction, the ways they were
modified, the controversies” (Lascoumes and Le Galès, 2007,
p. 17). To specify, instrumentation connects the development and
choice of the instrument with its implementation to see how the
instrument is used and understand the effects this produces.
Instrumentation outputs encompass the procedural dimension in
terms of “instruments, budgets, rules, norms and standards but
can also be “medium and long-term in terms of (in) ability of
policies to organise a policy field and influence social behaviour
through conflict resolution, the allocation of resources and the
imposition of sanctions” (Le Galès, 2016, p. 518). In particular,
three types of instrumentation effects can occur (Lascoumes and
Le Galès, 2007; Lascoumes and Simard, 2011): (1) aggregation

effects, in the sense that the instrument brings together
heterogeneous actors that work together and requires a
modification of their initial positions. This eventually leads to
inertia effects (given tensions between users-actors) and makes
the instrument resistant to change; (2) representation and
problematisation effects: the instrument leads to a particular
framing of the issue which in turn creates a direct cognitive effect
and suggests a certain explanatory system; (3) appropriation
effects: instruments are inextricably embedded in a particular
context and hence subject to an “appropriation by actors”.
Appropriation thereby refers to, for instance, offering a platform
for professional mobilisations (i.e., “affirmation of new compe-
tencies”), reformulations (i.e., “serving particular interests and
power relations between the actors”) or even resistance to reduce
or circumvent the impact of the instrument (Lascoumes and
Simard, 2011, pp. 14–16).

Adopting a policy instrumentation approach supplements and
advances classic instrument research (cf. Capano and Howlett,
2020; Kassim and Le Galès, 2010) as it stresses the uniqueness of
instruments in terms of being an institution that possesses its own
regularities and shapes public policy in its own way. Following the
outlined intellectual paths, this research comparatively focusses
on the historical development of two SIC, a valuable contribution
in itself, and reconstructs as far as possible the context within
which SIC emerged, the trajectory of the instrument and the
debates that informed their evolution. Furthermore, the analysis
will point to instrumentation effects.

Political rationales and policy-making. A crosscutting element
in this research endeavour is the identification of (changing)
political rationales throughout the instrument’s trajectory. Poli-
tical rationales are understood as goals, motivations and reasons
that are formulated by state actors such as governments and
appointed officials, i.e., bureaucracies, such as ministries, imply-
ing that the state is not treated as a unitary actor in this research.
To describe and analyse these objectives, though acknowledging
in line with the political sociology approach to instruments that
they are not static, the actor centred institutionalism (ACI) as
invented by Mayntz and Scharpf (1995) offers a valuable research
lens. This is because its framework and categories point the
researcher to certain aspects of reality related to decision-making,
particularly in terms of corporate actors such as ministries (Treib,
2015) while also leaving room for policy entrepreneurs (Gunn,
2017; Leca et al., 2009). ACI rests on the premises that policy
decisions can be explained by looking at the interplay of the
following elements: actor constellations, actor orientations and
interaction patterns. Actors, both individual and collective, are
considered as being intentional and aiming to maximise their
interests (Treib, 2015, p. 283). They are equipped with a basic
self-interest (Scharpf, 2000, p. 64), that is formed and influenced
by the institutional context. In line with the aim to identify the
political objectives that guide SIC, the focus on actor constella-
tions and orientations, i.e., “perceptions and preferences” are
relevant categories (Scharpf, 2000, p. 51) for the subsequent
analysis.

This heuristic is supplemented by concrete assumptions about
governmental decision-making in line with the bureaucratic or
governmental politics approach (Allison, 1968; Bendor and
Hammond, 1992). The model specifies that decision-making
capabilities rest with political actors, such as ministries or other
units, hence transposing the idea of the state as a unitary actor
with a distinct national interest. A peculiarity of the approach lies
in the assumption of how decision-making takes place. Political
actors, at times, favour policies that benefit their own organisa-
tion predominantly and often national interests, secondly.
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Accordingly, policy outcomes can be understood as bargaining
exercises between governmental actors, as compromises, resulting
from competition between actors possessing state responsibilities
(Jones, 2010). In line with these assumptions, decision-making
cannot be understood as strictly rational in terms of national
interests. In other words, “intra- and inter-bureaucratic conflicts”
are not uncommon (Howlett and Ramesh, 2003, p. 69) and
political actors within a system and ministries, cannot be
considered as homogenous. Analytically this requires identifying
the state actors involved in the installation and operation of SIC.
Further, it cannot be assumed that their (initial) motivations
related to decision-making processes are fully revealed given that
policy outcomes might be the result of bargaining exercises. In
addition, and in line with re-conceptualising instruments as
institutions, the gradual institutionalisation of the instrument
might have shaped actor perceptions and hence accounted for its
development as explained in the representation effect. The
methodological set up accounts for this by applying a triangula-
tion combining the analysis of official publications and expert
interviews. In combination, the ACI and the bureaucratic politics
approach inform this research by offering a research lens and
generating insights on the logic linked to ministerial politics and
hence the formulation of political rationales. Having said so, the
next section specifies the methodological architecture of
this study.

Methodology: case selection and data
The study derives from a qualitative, comparative case study
approach (Gupta, 2012; Smelser, 2003), beneficial for numerous
reasons. To start with, a comparison facilitates a characterisation
of SIC as a novel institutional form in a way that it enables an
elucidation of “features of a larger class of similar phenomenon”
(Gerring, 2004, p. 341). Looking at two instances allows to gain
deeper understanding of the phenomenon at hand (Heidenhei-
mer et al., 2005). In addition, comparative approaches enable to
establish “empirical connections between the characteristics of the
system and the phenomenon under investigation” (Gupta, 2012,
p. 12). To these means, Germany and Switzerland are selected as
insightful cases as they resemble similarities in terms of their
federal structure, their strong and renowned higher education and
science system and their ranking as being highly innovative
countries. Further, both countries have been operating SIC for
several years, i.e., 19 years and 10 years, respectively, allowing for
an analysis of the development of the instrument and hence
policy instrumentation. However, the SIC differ regarding the
core topics and themes, the governance structure and the funding
model as will become evident in the following.

For this research, two types of data sources are sampled: (1) 20
publicly available policy documents, such as governmental stra-
tegies, annual reports, in addition to two speeches. To supplement
these and allow for triangulation (Flick, 2011), (2) 13 semi-
structured expert interviews and several oral communications
resting on narrative elements (Helfferich, 2011) enlighten this
study2. The interview partners in Germany and Switzerland were
purposively selected and include current and former state officials
involved with SIC and key stakeholders from research and science
organisations. The latter group is included for contextualisation
and triangulation reasons and given the fact that in the case of
Germany, the SIC’s installation phase largely misses publicly
available documentation. Most interviews (40–95 min each) were
conducted face to face, while also a few took place via the phone.
Combined, these two sources inform the history and development
of the instrument as laid out previously and allow for triangula-
tion. A thematic analysis of these sources was conducted to distil
the leading political rationales (Braun and Clarke, 2006; Gioia

et al., 2013). On the side of limitations, constraints of document
analysis such as availability, completeness, and quality are
acknowledged (Bowen, 2009; Rapley and Rees, 2018) while also
limitations of interview methodology apply (Flick, 2018; Helf-
ferich, 2011).

A novel policy instrument: science and innovation centres
Science and innovation centres are a unique policy instrument,
which was increasingly adopted by innovative countries over the
course of the past two decades. Among these countries are for
instance Denmark (Innovation Center Danish), Germany (Ger-
man Centres for Research and Innovation), the United Kingdom
(Science and Innovation Network) and Switzerland (swissnex),
scoring high in the Global Innovation Index (Cornell University
et al., 2018). The exact national SIC expressions differ in a wide
range of dimensions, such as their tasks, thematic focus (business
entry, higher education, research cooperation etc.), organisational
setup and governance structure. In addition, differences relate to
the funding model (partly /fully government funded vs. public-
private partnerships), the form of its presence abroad (housed by
consulate/embassy vs. own office) and, according to Berg, to the
type of staff that works in SIC, i.e., diplomatic vs. seconded vs.
recruited staff (2010, pp. 69–70). SIC are also referred to as sci-
ence diplomacy networks (Berg, 2010) or science and innovation
diplomacy agencies (Rüffin, 2018). This study, however, deliber-
ately advocates the use of the term SIC for three reasons: it allows
for a stronger content-driven labelling, unties the instrument
from immediate (science) diplomacy notions while not neglecting
these, and offers a description that is closer to the original names
in the different countries (which do not render immediate
notions of diplomacy).

For several reasons, SIC constitute a notable policy instrument
(cf. Epping, 2018)3. To start with, SIC typically have the pro-
motion of national higher education, research and innovation
systems in a holistic way at their hearts (cf. Fetscherin and
Marmier, 2010). As such they are located abroad and work as a
one-stop solution agency representing a streamlined coverage of
their national ecosystem. This development is novel given that in
most countries, international presences of respective national
actors have been scattered, so far. Owing to their integrated
approach, SIC bring added value to the visibility of the national
higher education, research, and innovation system, while also
enabling individual actors/institutions to gain from this new
visibility. Among their tasks are, for instance, to provide expertise
to higher education and research institutions, to find partners
abroad or set up cooperation programmes, thereby responding to
global collaboration trends (Powell, 2018, 2020). As SIC are
typically well connected with both the host and the national
system, they possess valuable expertise and experience that is key
for operating abroad. Furthermore, SIC often have access to or
maintain a certain infrastructure abroad such as own premises,
mailing lists, ideally a good reputation and an established local
network of researchers, policy makers, expats etc. These resources
can easily be accessed by pertinent national actors of the educa-
tion, science and innovation ecosystem in relation to their own
activities abroad and responding to calls for internationalisation
(cf. Altbach et al., 2009; Carlsson, 2006; Edler and Fagerberg,
2017; Wit et al., 2015). SIC function as a low threshold platform
to those actors wishing to launch certain (internationalisation)
activities.

All SIC are closely linked to ministries of foreign affairs and
tied to the national diplomacy umbrella by varying degrees (cf.
Berg, 2010). The most obvious link concerns the financial and
administrative responsibility: SIC are under the auspices of the
ministries of foreign affairs, though conjointly with sectoral
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ministries. The Swiss SIC for instance is part of Switzerland’s
external diplomatic representation, reflecting the decisive role
of SIC to foreign policy. Also, the SIC’s CEOs often hold dip-
lomatic status as in the cases of Denmark and Switzerland.
Finally, SIC might be physically linked to diplomacy as they
often share their address with consulates or embassies under-
lining the close links. This organisational setup is noteworthy as
internationalisation activities have traditionally been the
responsibility of the respective sectoral ministry. While
admittedly the promotion of national interests is the ministry of
foreign affairs’ core task, this explicit promotion of higher
education and research, as in the case of SIC, marks a novelty
and nourishes the SD paradigm.

A final distinct element is their networking function (cf. Berg,
2010). SIC aim to connect scientific communities of the host and
home country by, for example, offering lecture series on current
topics, or hosting academic and informative events for scientific
communities. SIC also themselves operate in a network structure
as countries typically run more than one SIC across the globe.
Among the destinations are key tech hubs like New York and San
Francisco (United States), but SIC are also in emerging markets
like the BRICS4 countries. Given all the characteristics outlined
above the author parsimoniously defines SIC as: distinct units or
satellite institutes, established by governments abroad, operating
at the nexus of higher education, research, innovation, and
diplomacy. Thereby, SIC typically operate in a network structure.

SIC in Germany: German Centres for Research and
Innovation/Deutsche Wissenschafts- und Innovationshäuser
(DWIH)
DWIH in short. In 2009, the Deutsche Wissenschafts- und
Innovationshäuser were launched within the framework of the
research and academic relations policy5 (RARP) (Auswärtiges
Amt, 2009b, p. 11), though their actual operations started in the
subsequent three years. In total, five DWIH were opened in, Sao
Paulo (Brazil), New Delhi (India), Tokyo (Japan), Moscow
(Russia) and New York (United States). A sixth location of the
network was Cairo (Egypt), though not officially labelled (and
viewed by all stakeholders) as a DWIH. In the end of 2016, the
Cairo location was closed following the results of an external
evaluation. The current network is composed of the previously
mentioned five locations aiming to “increase the visibility of
German innovation leaders around the world […] raise aware-
ness of the German science, research and innovation landscape,
advise scientists in Germany and the host countries, and connect
actors at the local level” (DWIH-Netzwerk, 2019). The DWIH
shall represent the German science and research system in close
cooperation with key stakeholders known as the Alliance of Sci-
ence Organisations6, but also several industry and business
representatives. Politically, the DWIH are situated in the foreign
affairs realm, while the overall management responsibility and
coordination is in the hands of the German Academic Exchange
Service (DAAD), an intermediary organisation of the Federal
Foreign Office (FFO) and a quasi-policy maker (see Table 1).
Historically, the FFO relies strongly on intermediary organisa-
tions when it comes to the management of its programmes
(Harnischfeger, 2007). All five locations are overseen and steered
by central governing bodies involving the key stakeholders. The
DWIH are institutionally funded by the FFO accounting for
approximately 2.5 million € for all five locations.

The development of the instrument. The development of the
DWIH reveals two distinct phases: (1) the conceptualisation
phase and early days surrounding the opening of the DWIH

(2008–2016), and (2) the time after the reorganisation in 2017
until today.

Phase 1: the early struggles. The DWIH were launched publicly in
2009 at a jointly organised conference of the FFO and the Federal
Ministry for Education and Research (BMBF), signalling the start
of a new line in foreign policy: research and academic relations
policy (Auswärtiges Amt, 2009a). The RARP aimed to support
international networking exercises and promote Germany’s
strong science and innovation system abroad (Auswärtiges Amt,
2009b). To that end, around 43 million Euros were made avail-
able by the FFO (Auswärtiges Amt, 2009b; Deutscher Bundestag,
2010)7. The debate surrounding the creation of the DWIH or a
joint representation abroad of Germany’s research ecosystem in
general, started however earlier (cf. Steinmeier, 2008, 2009) and
seemed to be triggered and decisively influenced by the ideas of a
few individuals, policy entrepreneurs (cf. Schütte, 2006). Even
more so, the installation of DWIH is directly linked to the rise of
SD discussions (Schütte, 2006, 2008, GIS2) and was inspired by
developments in other countries, among which Switzerland
(GIS2, SIS4). Around early 2008, the FFO approached key science
and research stakeholders with the idea to develop DWIH. While
in principal being an instrument that would benefit the ecosys-
tem, this phase did not occur without friction and sources reveal
that the design of the DWIH marked a tug-of-war, on different
levels, between the actors involved (Borgwardt, 2009; GIS2,
GIW5, GIW6, GIW8).

First, disagreement existed between the participating minis-
tries, FFO and the sectoral ministry BMBF (having been led by
different parties at the time). The BMBF was irritated and upset
by the political push of the FFO to launch the RARP (GIS2,
GIW6). Although they officially participated in the early
deliberations the FFO had initiated (Steinmeier, 2008), the BMBF
considered the DWIH as belonging to their policy domain, rather
than the FFO’s. Key stakeholders perceived this tension as
omnipresent throughout the development and considered
themselves to be a cue ball in the ministerial battle (GIW6). On
a second level, struggles between the research and science
organisations and the FFO became evident. The discussions
circulated around the tasks and the exact model of the DWIH.
Sources reveal that the parties involved had partially opposing
views regarding these points and reaching agreement was not
always easy (GIS2, GIW5, GIW8). To illustrate, among the initial
ideas was to open a DWIH in Beijing, China. That option was,
however, dropped soon given that the Deutsche Forschungsge-
meinschaft (DFG), a strong stakeholder, did not agree on doing
so as the Beijing office constituted a symbolic and special case for
the DFG (Borgwardt, 2009). This is only one of many examples
reflecting how actors’ preferences impacted the gradual institu-
tionalisation of the DWIH. A common, persisting, fear among
stakeholders was the potential loss of visibility as a distinct
individual actor. Actors did not want to be subsumed under the
DWIH label solely or the diplomatic umbrella in general (GIW5,
GIW6, GIW8). Third, there was disagreement, possibly mistrust,
between the organisations themselves particularly visible in
relation to the question of governance: i.e., who should oversee
and govern the DWIH. Initial proposals suggested the DAAD to
be in charge, however this did not resonate in overall approval
(GIS2, GIW5, GIW8) and was hence discarded in favour of a
model placing the leadership of the DWIH in the hands of
consortia of the key stakeholders. At the end of these negotiations
the institutional structure of the DWIH had been formalised.

Politically, the DWIH were considered a hallmark of the RARP
that should strategically contribute (1) to showcase Germany as
an innovative country and promote German know-how abroad,
(2) to facilitate networking between German and international
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researchers and (3) to operate as a point of contact and
information for both national and international actors (Steinme-
ier, 2009). Given that Germany is scarce on natural resources,
investing in education, research, and innovation was considered
particularly relevant for securing Germany’s position in the future
(GIS1, GIS2, Ammon, 2009). From the start, the DWIH were
designed as an integral component of foreign policy and even
conceived as a new twist given its focus on building bridges and
fostering peace (Steinmeier, 2009). The urgency for this strategic
adjustment was explained by external “shocks” and turning
points such as the financial crisis in 2009 and global challenges
like climate change to name a few. Politics explicitly acknowl-
edged the outstanding reputation of Germany’s research and
science sector and the potential it has to reach “global elites and
brains” and hence exert influence (GIS2, GIS4, Steinmeier, 2009),
therefore being the win-win counterpart to real-politics (Ammon,
2009). This interconnectedness with foreign policy is repeatedly
stressed in governmental documents while remaining vague on
the exact goals it should respond to (cf. Auswärtiges Amt, 2013;
Deutscher Bundestag, 2010, 2011).

Phase 2: reorganising the network. A slight turning point to the
political framing of the DWIH is evident in 20168. The FFO’s
annual report on cultural and educational activities reinforced
Germany’s pioneering role in addressing global challenges
(Auswärtiges Amt, 2016) and pointed to the pertinent role of
ideas and exchange in relation to economic and societal inno-
vation and growth. The RARP, and hence DWIH, are considered
as major tools to these ends. The document sets the increase of
the percentage of international researchers in Germany as an
additional objective, however, remains implicit as to whether the
DWIH shall respond to this as well. Finally, the potential and the
importance to address pre-political spaces are mentioned, as also
addressed by the RARP. Altogether, the report mirrors classical
components of the knowledge society in relation to RARP and
adopts this framing most explicitly. Previous and subsequent
documents instead focus stronger on the goals of profiling Ger-
many as a strong research country or the strengthening of net-
works (cf. Auswärtiges Amt, 2017, 2019).

2016 marked a turning point for the overall network as well. The
legitimacy and general existence of the DWIH were questioned by

the federal audit office, because of the failure of the DWIH to
finance themselves (Bundesrechnungshof, 2013). This has been an
initial design principle, though contested (GIW5). Responding to
this critique an evaluation was conducted underlining the value of
the DWIH. However, it called for a) a reorganisation, in terms of
stronger top-down management, to improve the efficiency of the
houses (GIS3) and b) for revised funding arrangements. Moreover,
the Cairo office was closed (Auswärtiges Amt, 2017), considered by
some sources as a political pawn sacrifice. The overall reorganisa-
tion did not concern the actual tasks but resulted in a streamlined
appearance and coordination of activities of the different locations
which had until then been operating quite differently (GIW6).
Another change marked the transition from annual programme
funding to institutional funding. As of today, the RARP is still in
place and considered to play an ambassador role for Germany
(GIS3).

SIC in Switzerland: swissnex
Swissnex in short. One of the first countries to open a SIC was
Switzerland. In 2000, the Swiss house for advanced research and
education (SHARE) was opened in Boston (US), today better
known as swissnex Boston (swissinfo.ch, 2000). This event sig-
nalled the start of the creation of a wider network succeeded by
the launch of a pendant at the West Coast, in San Francisco, only
three years later. Following the blueprints of these two locations,
an expansion occurred with similar locations being opened in
Singapore (2005) and China (2007). In 2008, the four locations
were subject to a branding exercising, firming under the swissnex
label. A second expansion wave or consolidation phase led to the
opening of swissnex India (2011) and Brazil (2014) and came to
an end in 2015 with the closing of swissnex Singapore and its
transformation into a Science Counsellor at the Swiss embassy in
Singapore (Der Bundesrat, 2015). The closure was explained with
the fulfilment of swissnex’s initial mission, which was to
strengthen the cooperation between the two countries (Staats-
sekretariat für Bildung, Forschung und Innovation, 2015, p. 6).
This official view is contested by other sources indicating the State
Secretariat for Education, Research, and Innovation’s (SERI)
pressure to respond to market dynamics and also given that the
office was quite small (SIS4) and had limited financial means

Table 1 Key characteristics DWIH.

DWIH

Year of foundation 2009

Locations Brazil
– Sao Paulo: opened 2012

India
– New Delhi: opened 2012

Japan
– Tokyo: opened 2010

Russia
– Moscow: opened 2011

United States
– New York: opened 2010

Deutsches Wissenschaftszentrum (DWZ) Cairo, Egypt (2012–2016)
External governance bodies – FFO, day to day management (staff section) by DAAD

– Board of trustees: FFO, sectoral ministries, alliance of science organisations, industry and business representations
– Programme committee: working level representatives of the board of trustees, DWIH directors, heads of local
advisor bodies

Internal governance bodies – Executive Director (DAAD branch office holder) programme manager, local support team
– Local Advisory Board (representatives of supporting institutions), chaired by a president

Funding Institutional funding by FFO via DAAD
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(Allen, 2015), the options were either a closing or a strengthening
of the office (SIW1). In the meantime outposts had been opened
in Guangzhou, New York and Sao Paulo (Swissnex, 2016).

The current network consists of the above-mentioned five SIC
and respective outposts and is conjointly governed by the Federal
Department for Foreign Affairs (FDFA) and SERI, whereas the
latter thematically oversees swissnex (see Table 2). Around 5.5
million CHF are provided for their operation, while the single
locations run on a public-private partnership model. According
to the website, swissnex aims “to support the outreach and active
engagement of our partners in the international exchange of
knowledge, ideas and talent” (Swissnex, 2019) while also
promoting the image of Switzerland as an innovative country.
Following a critical report of a performance audit, the network
was scrutinised (Eidgenössische Finanzkontrolle, 2016; Schweizer
Eidgenossenschaft, 2016) and another evaluation took place in
2019.

The development of the instrument. The development of the
swissnex instrument, in terms of strategic goals and orientation,
can be divided into three phases not necessarily corresponding to
the development as portrayed above. The start of a new phase is
linked to the political push of a new goal/narrative as visible in
the policy documents.

Phase 1: brain drain and internationalisation responses. The
incremental development of swissnex started in 2000 with the
opening of SHARE Boston. The idea goes back to the initiative
and pushes of a few key persons, policy entrepreneurs, being in
turn supported by SERI (cf. Lombard Odier, 2011, SIS4).
Accordingly, the process of designing SHARE Boston originated
in a bottom-up way, still marking a distinct operation principle of
the current swissnex. The opening of SHARE Boston was sur-
rounded by two societal developments. First, the millennium
period was dominated by the peak of globalisation and the
internationalisation of higher education and research. As a con-
sequence, many countries started to adopt policies that facilitate
internationalisation processes in a more consolidated way

(Huisman and van der Wende, 2005). Secondly, the early 2000s
also marked a time of increased international mobility and
Switzerland was confronted with a brain drain situation given
that many highly educated scientists moved to the United States,
namely the Boston area, to advance their career (Eidgenössische
Finanzkontrolle, 2016; Lombard Odier, 2011; Marmier and Fet-
scherin, 2010; swissinfo.ch, 2000). In addition, a significant
number of Swiss companies had set foot in the United States.

In light of these circumstances, SHARE Boston was installed as
a response and considered to be the first “scientific consulate”
(swissinfo.ch, 2000). Among SHARE Boston’s key missions was
to provide a platform for the local Swiss expat community in
order to give them a “roof” and keep them engaged with
Switzerland (swissinfo.ch, 2000; SIS4). This idea was coupled with
the goal to reverse Switzerland’s brain drain situation (Marmier
and Fetscherin, 2010). A third strategic vision was to be present
abroad, initiate and maintain the ties between Switzerland and
the US and serve as “contact liaison” (SIS4). Back then, it was
deliberately chosen to keep this new instrument independent and
outside the borders of classic diplomacy, apart from adminis-
trative ties, explained by the—seemingly—different cultures of
scientists and diplomats (SIS4).

While different sources point to the brain drain situation this
goal is not prominently picked up in national policy documents
of that time (cf. Schweizer Bundesrat, 1998, 2002) and mentioned
as a side note only. The Botschaft9 2004–2007 (Schweizer
Bundesrat, 2002) refers to a more salient issue, i.e., the need for
internationalisation efforts in light of increased competition for
talent (SIS4), thereby reflecting the knowledge society narrative.
The Botschaft explicitly acknowledges the facilitating role that
SHARE Boston and San Francisco (which had been opened in the
meantime) play towards these ends. Additional emphasis is
placed on the increase of the visibility of Swiss institutions and
Switzerland. The creation and maintenance of networks, being
swissnex’ initial goals, are identified as vehicles to these means.

Phase 2: bilateral cooperation programmes and expansion. Fol-
lowing the blueprints of Boston and San Francisco, an expansion
took place as seen in the installation of a location in Singapore

Table 2 Key characteristics swissnex.

Swissnex

Year of foundation 2000

Locations Brazil
– Rio de Janeiro: opened 2014
– Sao Paulo (Outpost)

China
– Shanghai: opened 2007
– Guangzhou (Outpost)

India
– Bangalore: opened 2011

US
– Boston: opened 2000
– New York (Outpost)
– San Francisco: opened in 2003

Swissnex Singapore (2005–2015)
+Science Counsellors in 20 countries (partially overlapping with swissnexa)

External governance bodies – FDFA conjointly with SERI (thematic supervision)
– Swissnex Committee

Internal governance bodies CEO (holding diplomatic status) and local team to support the work
Funding public-private partnership model

aFor the sake of completeness, 20 Science Counsellors, partially funded by SERI and the FDFA are the second component of the swissnex network, though not focal in this paper. For an overview, see
here: https://www.swissnex.org/locations/#science-counselor-locations (last accessed October, 31st 2019).
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(2005) and China (2007). Anchored in the Botschaft 2008–2011
(Schweizer Bundesrat, 2007), the now four swiss houses should
serve as an instrument to strengthen ties with regions and
countries that are scientific “heavyweights”. While previously, the
focus was on internationalisation efforts in general, assigning a
crucial role to the two Swiss houses (Schweizer Bundesrat, 2002),
the focus in Botschaft 2008–2011 has shifted towards highlighting
the role of bilateral cooperation programmes in education and
science. These bilateral cooperation programmes target key
countries, among which North America, Singapore but also
China. The Swiss houses are explicitly considered to play a
facilitating role to these means. Particularly the new office in
China is meant to address these goals and it is assigned a most
prominent role for the valorisation of scientific, technological,
and cultural achievements. The enlargement of the prevailing
network of Swiss houses is explicitly mentioned as a strategic
priority, though paying tribute to the need for improvements of
the current structure.

Previous goals, such as to overcome the brain drain situation
are not explicitly mentioned anymore in Botschaft 2008–2011
and the facilitation of internationalisation dynamics has shifted
towards bilateral cooperation programmes. Hence, the goals of
the instrument seem to have been subject to modification,
possibly showing tendencies of layering. Succeeding policy
documents (Botschaft 2012, Botschaft 2013–2016, Botschaft
2017–2020) repeatedly stressed the vital role that the now called
swissnex network, plays for swiss international policy, while also
serving as a blueprint for other countries. The documents confirm
swissnex’ key targets as the facilitation of international exchange
between higher education institutions, scientists and swiss
enterprises but also to position Switzerland, internationally, as a
key player in education, research, and science.

Phase 3: science diplomacy and soft power. 2018 marks a turning
point for swissnex’ political goals, again. The international
strategy for education, research, and innovation (Schweizer
Bundesrat, 2018) confirms the (historic) connection between
scientific cooperation and diplomatic relations (cf. Fleury and
Zala, 2012; Jost, 2012). Swissnex is explicitly identified as a vehicle
to these means, while still having the promotion of Switzerland
and international visibility at its core (also SIS2, SIS4, SIS5). The
international strategy renders the notion of SD (“Wissenschaft für
die Diplomatie”) by pointing to the neutral and non-political
character of science. More specifically, science is referred to as
enabling dialogue between countries and working as a bridge
builder and hence swiss diplomacy can benefit from Swiss sci-
entific excellence (EDA, 2019; SIS5). Swissnex, as having the
facilitation of international cooperation at its heart, is explicitly
identified as an instrument for diplomatic purposes stressing the
neutral and non-political character of science. The publication of
this document demonstrates that the SD character is, for the first
time, most explicitly woven into the long-existing swissnex
instrument. Notions of SD, as indicated at the outset, seem to
work politically as a cover for the swissnex instrument. More
generally, it was revealed that the development of swissnex has
also been accompanied by differences in opinion between the two
steering ministries, FDFA and SFBI. Though at first the FDFA
was supposed to offer only the administrative support to the
network, the topic became stronger connected to their portfolio
(EDA, 2019).

Comparing the development and instrumentation of DWIH
and swissnex
This section systematically compares the trajectory of the DWIH
and swissnex (see Table 3) to assess its current shape and discern

its political instrumentation over time and extract the political
objectives that are tied to the instrument.

Development and institutionalisation of DWIH and swissnex.
To start with, ample evidence reveals that the instruments had
diverging points of departure and developed according to different
logics. Swissnex started with a pilot office and developed quite
rapidly during times when internationalisation was at a peak and
Switzerland was exposed to a brain drain situation. The launch of
swissnex is strongly linked to the ideas and pushes of policy
entrepreneurs that seized opportunities. Hence the development
of the instrument can be described as bottom-up driven with
politics being in general supportive and giving leeway. These
principles are reflective for swissnex’s current way of operating. In
contrast, the DWIH were politically initiated in a top-down
manner by the FFO in response to global challenges, though
admittedly also policy entrepreneurs participated in the process.
The Swiss model thereby served as a forerunner and an inspira-
tion for the FFO pointing to a policy transfer exercise. The five
DWIH were opened at once and almost ten years after the launch
of the first swissnex.

Looking at actor constellations (Mayntz and Scharpf, 1995), the
swissnex network developed in the beginning largely outside the
realm of daily politics, though being supported. The data reveal
initial reservations among the key stakeholders in the early stages
that, however, quite soon diminished. Besides the key policy
entrepreneurs, the main actors throughout the development were
the two steering ministries SERI and the FDFA, occasionally
supported by the swissnex committee that was installed later. This
lean management structure is also mirrored in the governance
structure of swissnex: the network operates largely according to a
bottom-up principle, granting the individual locations room to
manoeuvre and to experiment (with some limits), marking a
replication of the Swiss research and science ecosystem.
The expansion of the network and its development seem to have
occurred demand-driven. This pragmatic bottom-up approach, is
a distinct paradigm of swiss education and research policy
(Pasternack et al., 2016), and explains swissnex’ shape and
institutionalisation.

Turning to the actor constellations in Germany, a different
picture is painted. The DWIH developed in response to (inter)
organisational dynamics and against the background of strong
strategic actor interests. The network of key research and science
organisations played a vital role in the gradual institutionalisation
of the DWIH, suggesting aggregation and appropriation effects.
To specify, the “dominance of institutional interests” (Edler et al.,
2010, p. 175) is regarded to be a distinct element of the German
research and science ecosystem, in particular given key research
and science organisations’ decision-making autonomy, own
(political) agenda, and vested interests they bring to the table
(Stucke, 2010). This dominance of strategic interests and
interorganisational dynamics seemed to have coined the DWIH’s
gradual institutionalisation. The data reveals that the institutio-
nalisation marks a balancing act between actors aiming to
maintain independence while giving in to some form of
collectivity. As of today, the role of key stakeholders is still
strong and has been reconfirmed in the latest reorganisation
given their formalised participation in central governing bodies.
The multitude of key actors in the governing of the DWIH also
impacts the way the DWIH (can) operate, given vested interests
and the challenge to manoeuvre between different poles, at times.
These differences in actor constellations and roles might be linked
to inherent system characteristics like the size of the countries as
well as the rules of the game and mindsets. To illustrate,
Switzerland is a relatively small country, people know each other
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and “tensions are solved at the regular’s table” (i.e., Stammtisch)
(SIW1), easing policy initiation and formulation.

In terms of political actors, in both cases, there were struggles
throughout the process between the two key ministries, foreign
ministry and sectoral ministry for education and research, as also
reflected in the bureaucratic politics model (Jones, 2010). These
struggles were mainly linked to competence and visibility,
captured as appropriation effects in the policy instrumentation
literature, but also reflective of different institutional cultures.
Both cases reflect that the foreign ministries played a decisive role
in the process shown in the fact that the SIC (partially) belong to
their portfolio while this is not self-evident. Admittedly, the role
of the German FFO is even more striking given its agenda setting
role and rather undivided thematic supervision, pointing to a case
of appropriation and the affirmation of new competences. In
which ways this “interaction” (Scharpf, 2000) has exactly
influenced the institutionalisation of SIC and whether the set-
up of the SIC would have been different if the sectoral ministry
would have been in the driver’s seat instead, is subject to
additional research and/or speculation.

Today, both SIC show a high overlap in terms of geographical
coverage as being in high impact countries and emerging markets.
Both countries also closed a SIC in the past, i.e., Singapore (2015)
and Cairo (2016) and have been subject to critique and evaluation
by federal audit instances. This development mirrors a certain
convergence between the two cases and shows that a functional
dimension, i.e., governmental need to demonstrate impact, is
connected to the operations of SIC. Accordingly, the development
needs to be understood as being shaped by functional govern-
mental logics. As concerns the current institutionalisation of the
two SIC, they seemingly respond to a similar goal, however, the
exact set-up differs and can be explained by the previous
struggles. In addition, the model for resource allocation varies
between public (DWIH) vs. public-private (swissnex) financed,
the governance model reflects a bottom-up (swissnex) vs.
top-down (DWIH) management and the involvement of (political)
actors can be characterised as low (swissnex) vs. high (DWIH).

Policy objectives and instrumentation. The political instru-
mentation reflects similarities and differences between the Ger-
man and Swiss SIC. From the beginning, SIC were embedded
differently in overall strategic (SD) policies: the German SIC were
firmly anchored in a new foreign policy initiative while the Swiss
SIC marked an innovative pilot exercise developed by policy
entrepreneurs that operated under the umbrella of diplomacy.
These diverging starting positions are reflective for the ongoing
instrumentation of SIC. The application of the policy instru-
mentation lens to the development of the DWIH and swissnex
suggests that the (SD) instrument is consolidating as an institu-
tion and led to distinct effects as will be shown in the following.

To start with the political objectives that are attached to SIC, the
findings demonstrate that swissnex was quite rapidly utilised by

political actors (SERI and Federal Council) as a vehicle for
tackling different objectives such as promoting international
cooperation and visibility (phase 1), classical notions of the
knowledge society (phase 1), as well as the facilitation of bilateral
cooperation agreements (phase 2). This instrumentation can be
captured as access and promotion, following Flink and Schreiterer
(2010). In a similar vein, only recently did official policy
documents explicitly identify scientific cooperation as a valuable
tool for diplomatic relations and referred to swissnex as an
example (phase 3). In particular, reference to soft power and the
exertion of influence were considered as objectives of swissnex,
thereby also explicitly referring to SD. This instrumentation
marks a shift away from the previous focus on access and
promotion towards influence (Flink and Schreiterer, 2010) and
might be explained by the evolving SD discourse in recent years
and the governmental need to jump on this train. The data shows
that swissnex was layered with various pressing political issues in
the past and is reflective of the general “Zeitgeist”, trends, and
objectives of national politics, hence its environment. Turning to
the political objectives of the German SIC, the data reflects that
the DWIH were ab initio elements of foreign policy and
embedded in an overall strategy. The promotion of international
cooperation and the strengthening of networks were conceived as
vehicles for foreign policy goals mobilising soft power and aiming
for the exertion of influence. This mirrors the SD debate as
indicated at the outset and comprises rationales grouped as
access, promotion, and influence (Flink and Schreiterer, 2010).
These objectives remain the leading ones for the DWIH over time
and point to the existence of a certain explanatory system linked
to DWIH, suggesting a representation effect. A slight amendment
occurred when the economic dimension to which DWIH shall
contribute, was politically particularly stressed (phase 2). This
economic focus comprises classical notions of the knowledge
society and points to domestic needs (Gluckmann et al., 2017),
indicating that access rationales are strong.

The institutionalisation of the SIC pointed to various dynamics
and effects that have partially been addressed already, confirming
their distinct role. SIC, in their respective setting, seem to have
impacted the organisation of the policy field and potentially
influenced social behaviour of actors as visible in the three
instrumentation effects that occurred at different stages through-
out the instruments’ trajectory (see Table 4). Given its long
career, swissnex seems, over time, to have been connected with a
certain cognitive effect as being a reliable instrument promoting
various facets of international cooperation, signalling a represen-
tation and problematisation effect.

The continuous reshaping of swissnex’ goals, depicts an
appropriation effect in the sense that the instruments offers a
platform for reformulations and serves particular interests, in this
case governmental interests. Cautiously formulated, these changes
do, however, not seem to lead to substantial changes in actual
practices, though this should be analysed in more depth. In light

Table 3 Comparing the development of SIC in Germany and Switzerland.

Similarities Differences

• High overlap in SIC’s geographical coverage
• Closure of a SIC: Singapore 2015 (swissnex) and Cairo
2016 (DWIH)

• Audit and evaluation exercise by financial authorities: development
according to governmental logic

• Role of policy entrepreneurs
• Ministerial struggles

• Points of departure
• Bottom-up (swissnex) vs. top-down logic (DWIH) guiding the
installation phases

• Incremental (swissnex) vs. simultaneous (DWIH) opening of SIC
• Embeddedness in the national system and involvement of actors:
few (swissnex) vs. high number of strategic actors (DWIH)
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of evolving rationales swissnex reflects tendencies of longevity
and a resistance against outside pressures such as critique by an
audit instance, confirming its role as a solid institution. Adding to
the theory, it seems that these two effects reinforce each other and
might on their own explain inertia tendencies. To illustrate, the
cognitive effect of the instrument is over time manifesting and
consolidating in the environment. An institution once in place is,
however, difficult to change and might hence explain why, even
despite critique of an audit instance, the instrument remains in
place and in fact does not dramatically change its way of
operating. A similar effect can be seen in the case of the DWIH.
The DWIH have been connected to a certain (SD) framing and
respond to stable objectives over time (see previous section),
pointing to a representation and problematisation effect. Hence
the DWIH seem to adhere to the explanatory system as designed
originally that might in fact have been the result of the initial
bargaining exercise among heterogenous actors having to acquire
a common understanding of the instrument (aggregation and
representation effect). Over time, this shared cognition of the
instrument is consolidating among the relevant actors and its
environment and becomes difficult to change since it has become
inextricably contextualised (appropriation effect). One might,
accordingly, argue that the gradual institutionalisation of the
instrument has shaped actor perceptions in such a way that it
became resistant to outside pressures such as audit instances. This
inertia can, in addition, be explained by the high and
heterogenous number of actors involved, pointing to an
aggregation effect. Accordingly, and adding to the theory, it
became evident that the instrumentation effects often occur
together and in fact reinforce each other leading to inertia.

To sum up, it can be observed that both SIC are inextricably
embedded in a particular context, responsive to their environment
and seem to consolidate as an institution. Given that the DWIH
look back on a rather short history of only ten years, it is promising
to see how the institutionalisation will further develop. It became
evident that swissnex reflects changing political goals over time
while the DWIH respond to relatively stable objectives. Eventually
both countries explicitly consider SIC to be instruments of SD

contributing to wider foreign policy objectives while also fostering
international competitiveness and promoting international coop-
eration. Both instruments reveal a certain inertia regarding outside
pressures, such as audit exercises (with some limits) and longevity.
This holds true particularly in comparison to other funding
instruments that are usually limited in time. Path-dependency
aspects and the fact that new, unique and at times costly
institutional structures are created might explain this inertia as
well as, in the case of Germany, strong and diverse actor
constellations. Closing a location creates a gap and might be
understood as a political signal to the host country with respect to
its (diminishing) political importance. The theoretical premises
chosen to guide this study do not explicitly account for these two
factors, yet they deem relevant. Particularly the concern of
international visibility shows the limits of the political instrumen-
tation approach since its explanatory power is linked to the
national environment.

Discussion and conclusion
This research applied a comparative instrument-centred per-
spective to contribute to the SD scholarship. By shedding light on
a novel and innovative instrument, SIC, a refined understanding
of what is generally summarised as SD could be gained. To
specify, the trajectory of the DWIH and swissnex has been
retraced as well as its political instrumentation, i.e., the way the
instrument has been used and the objectives and rationales it shall
respond to. Despite, or maybe because of its size, but certainly
because of its pragmatic, bottom-up approach, Switzerland pio-
neered in developing a unique and novel instrument that served
as an inspiration and blueprint for several other countries, among
which most clearly Germany. The analysis revealed that the SIC
developed according to different logics that are reflective for the
environment they operate in. These system characteristics also
impacted the varying institutionalisation of the instrument and
account for its differing structure and way of operating, indicating
instrumentation effects.

Although both SIC are (nowadays) politically framed as an
instrument targeting SD, this has not always been the case for

Table 4 Political instrumentation SIC.

DWIH swissnex

Embeddedness in overall
(SD) policies

-Ab initio part of a new foreign SD policy initiative -Innovative pilot exercise, explicitly linked to
notions of SD in 2018

Objectives linked to SIC -Access, promotion and influence -Access, promotion; influence explicitly
since 2018

-Stable political objectives -Changing political goals
Aggregation effects (inertia
and longevity):

-Diverse actors work together (for the initiation of the instrument)
with own interests and positions (tug-of-war)
In both cases:
-Instrumentation effects consolidate each other: SIC become self-
referential and link to an explanatory system (representation and
problematisation effect) that is difficult to change and strengthened
by a gradual institutionalisation, leading to inertiaa

-Path-dependencies and concerns of international visibilityb

Representation and
problematisation effects:

-Stable (SD) framing of the DWIH over time as an integral
component of foreign policy

-Considered a reliable instrument promoting
various facets of international cooperation

Appropriation effects: -Affirmation of new competences in case of FFO -Responsiveness to the environment and
continuous reformulations by political actors:
instrument serves as a platform

-Tug-of-war between different actor groups (phase 1)
In both cases:
-Ministerial struggles (over competence) linked to the instrument
-Contextualisation of the instrument

aAdvancement to the theoretical premises, visible in the data.
bAdvancement to the theoretical premises, visible in the data.
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Switzerland. Swissnex was already long in place as a distinct and
renowned instrument before it was re-branded and explicitly
linked to SD in political documents, in 2018, not necessarily
pointing to a change in practice. This reconfirms that while SD
might be a new (political) trend, the practices it covers are not
per se; as the proverb goes, old wine in new bottles. Whether this
relabelling exercise creates certain advantages for domestic actors
marks an avenue for further research. In sharp contrast to that
stands the development of the DWIH. They were launched as
part of a distinct policy package aiming to tackle and promote SD.
Accordingly, the findings emphasise that on the one hand existing
practices might be relabelled as SD, demonstrating governmental
responsiveness. On the other hand, the SD discourse might give
rise to new and distinct policy responses. Whether governments
opt for one or the other makes a difference in terms of assessing
whether SD is merely a window-dressing exercise or whether it is
reflective of a new policy paradigm.

The study identified that the instrumentation of SIC differs
between the two countries and reveals political objectives that are
richer than conventionally conceived in the literature. While the
workings of soft power appear to constitute the leading narrative
surrounding the overall debate, this research has reconfirmed that
soft power is only part of the picture. Notably, the projection of
influence, in the case of swissnex is only explicitly mentioned in
2018. For a comparatively small country, one would have
expected this to be stronger interwoven with the instrument,
considering the missing availability of natural resources and the
subsequent need to be internationally competitive. The findings
show that the scope of objectives ranges from economic aspects
such as securing national competitiveness (knowledge society), to
internationalisation efforts, to visibility and branding exercises, to
the exertion of influence, as well as responding to global chal-
lenges. With the exception of responding to global challenges,
these objectives can be subsumed under the rationales of access,
promotion and influence. Altogether, these objectives mirror a
clear national dimension and motivation and are firmly embed-
ded in the logic of (scientific) global competition and cooperation.
Hence, the findings contest the widely spread assumption that SD
“transcends national interests” (The Royal Society and AAAS,
2010). Instead, domestic needs and interests are covered under
notions of SD, thereby challenging SD’s assumed win-win char-
acter and scrutinising its glorification of being a silver bullet. In
other words, opening the blackbox of SD, in the case of SIC,
reveals national interests to be in the front row.

To sum up, this study helps to understand the development of
an innovative instrument (of SD), as well as its political instru-
mentation. The analysis pointed to elements explaining the gra-
dual institutionalisation of the instrument, revealed the role of
actor constellations and interactions and offered insights on how
the instrument unfolded impact. In addition, the study displayed
the richness of objectives that are grouped under the umbrella of
SD. Approaching SD from an instrument-centred perspective has
been fruitful to mitigate the boundary challenges linked to the
prevailing use of the concept while being able to foreground its
political instrumentation. In the words of Lascoumes and Le
Galès (2007), the analysis of SIC lifted the smokescreen of SD and
showed what (else) is at stake politically.

Data availability
The data sets generated during and/or analysed during the cur-
rent study are to a limited extent publicly available. The sample of
documents can be made available from the corresponding author
on reasonable request. Restrictions apply to interview data given
the sensitive nature of the research and missing consent of

interviewees. As anonymity and confidentiality was guaranteed
no interview data can be shared.
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Notes
1 Traditional diplomacy (cf. Constantinou et al., 2016) refers to a rigid understanding of
diplomacy in terms of actors, tasks and channels of communication (also known as
club diplomacy) as opposed to new forms, modes of interaction and actors (Cooper
et al., 2013b; Cooper, 2013a).

2 13 in-depth interviews were selected for analysis (including two interviews of the site
visits, not listed below); they are part of a wider data collection exercise in relation to a
larger research project. The interviews took place between June 2017–May 2018.
Germany: Interviews GIS1, GIS2, GIS3, GIS4: current/former senior state officials,
FFO; Interviews GIW5, GIW6, GIW8: senior representatives, key research and science
organisations; Switzerland: Interviews SIS2, SIS3, SIS4, SIS5: current/former senior
state officials, FDFA and SERIInterview SIW1: former senior representative, research
and science organisation.

3 This section is informed by (1) a desk study on different national SIC that the author
conducted (2) site visits and two interviews with SIC of Denmark and Switzerland
(Nov. 2017) and (3) a consultation of the literature.

4 The BRICS countries are Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa.
5 Initiative Außenwissenschaft.
6 Members of the “Allianz der Wissenschaftsorganisationen” include: Alexander von
Humboldt Foundation, German Academic Exchange Service, the German Council of
Science and Humanities, German National Academy of Sciences Leopoldina, German
Research Foundation (DFG), Fraunhofer Association, German Rector’s Conference,
the Helmholtz Association of German Research Centres, the Leibniz Association, and
the Max Planck Society. https://www.dfg.de/en/dfg_profile/alliance/index.html (visited
last 14.06.2019).

7 In comparison the Federal Ministry for Education and Research’s overall budged
accounted for 20.3 mrd. Euros in 2010 (Der Tagesspiegel, 2009).

8 Nota bene, interviews pointed to notions of the knowledge society already as
motivations during the GCRI’s design phase. However, this focus was not explicitly
manifested in policy documentation prior to 2016.

9 Botschaft are policy documents that determine the political goals, set the overall
strategic direction and vision for the respective legislative periods and are typically
published one or two years ahead of the period they address.
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